Q&A 880‐18‐02
Q. What kind of training is being requested? i.e. technical or software?
A. Software
Q. Where will deinstalled equipment be placed? Left in room?
A. Relocated to a room on site.
Q. The Selection Criteria table appears to be inconsistent with the description below it. The
Point Values are different. Please clarify.
A. Follow point value in grid, not description.
Q. Is there a particular size are you looking for in the Fifteen (15) non‐touch panel displays?
A. 75 inch
Q. Should we assume that all panels are to be installed on the Adjustable mobile display cart?
A. Yes
Q. Are all the adjustable mobile display cart intended to be height adjustable?
A. Yes
Q. Where should packing materials be disposed of?
A. Vendor to remove
Q. Do we need to provide our own dumpster or use Marietta City Schools dumpster?
A. Vendor should provide dumpster if necessary.
Q. Is there a loading dock for unloading equipment? If so, what access does the loading dock
have to the rooms to be installed?
A. Yes
Q. Are there multiple floors? If so, is there a freight elevator ?
A. Yes. Yes.
Q. Would you please expand on the requirement in the bid for Smart Software Interoperability?
A. Smart Software should be functional when used with IFP if IFP is not a Smart branded board.
Q. Do you know approximately quantity of lessons you have in Smart Notebook?
A. No

Q. What OS environments are you looking to support with your wireless presentation streaming
solutions?
A. all standard OS’s.
Q. How important is Google Classroom and Google Apps to the district? We understand that
you’ve requested the Internal PC to be Windows 10 but some districts also utilize Google
Classroom and in particular Google Apps.
A. We prefer Windows 10 OS on PC
Q. Is April 17th the date you’re expecting to have “First Delivery of Product” to be the same day
as “Notice to Proceed”
A. no.
Q. What is your plan for the installation of these units – Timeframe, Access to the Rooms, etc.
A. logistic to be discussed with winning bidder. Looking to implement over Summer.
Q. Do you plan to receive all 135 units at one time? If so, do you have a staging area for these
units?
A. that is preferred, but no necessary. Yes, a staging area will be designated.
Q. How will the training need to be broken out? (all in one week, or broken out over a few
weeks?)
A. Training will most likely need to be broken out over multiple weeks.
Q. We have a lot of education customers that prefer a Keyboard with an Integrated Keypad
over a Keyboard and a separate Mouse. Would that be considered acceptable?
A. That would be acceptable.

